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COPYWRITING FOR MORE CONVERSIONS
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WHICH DID BETTER?

+34%
RPV
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WHICH DID BETTER?

+62% 
RPV
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WHICH DID BETTER?

+59% 
RPV
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AWA digital – international conversion rate optimization agency
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Conversion Rate Optimisation
CRO
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“a system for influencing 
(or converting) a higher 
proportion of your 
visitors to buy more and 
spend more”

Dan Croxen-John and Johann van Tonder

CEO and COO of AWA digital and authors of 

Ecommerce Website Optimization
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Conversions are specified goals

Making a sale

Increasing Average Order Value

Selling higher volumes

Generating a lead

Viewing a specific page

Downloading a file

Installing an app
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How important is CRO?

Crucial
55%

Important
35%

Quite Important
9%

Not important
1%

Source Econsultancy https://econsultancy.com/reports/conversion-

rate-optimization-report/
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“without optimization 

your decision making 

won’t be as effective, 

objective or decisive as 

it needs to be”

Dan Haarman

VP Global Strategy & Operations

HP.com
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CRO – structured methodology

5-step process: The AWA Conversion System™
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STEP 1 – Tools 

RESEARCH TESTING
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Google Analytics to plot the 

customer journey

14

Dave Mullen (Consultant / Optimiser AWA digital)

19%
Lost

Users Purchase

Category

Product CheckoutBasket
Add to

basket

24%
Lost

23%
Lost

96%
Lost

4%
Lost

31%
Lost

Delivery Payment

21%
Lost

12%
Lost

31%
Lost

(36% of 

product 

viewers came 

via category)

21%
Lost
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12,685,000 Google Analytics visits

600 minutes of usability research

20,000 customer mouse movement/patterns

400 email survey responses

12,000 exit survey responses

5 customer immersions

STEP 2 – Research and Analysis
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Copy and Research

18%
INCREASE 
IN SALES
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STEP 3: Triage
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Message MW manufacture own 

products

Clothing not shot on model

Endless scrolling on PDP

Nav silos users into categories

Message MW store footprint

Redundant colour options

Technical detail too complex for most 

users

Confusing stock messaging in 

basket

Difficult to compare items

Lack of dimensions on PDP

Confusing ‘Now Price’ label

Promote MW story - British, 

independent etc 

Users struggle to reach £50 threshold
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STEP 4 Optimisation Plan

Hypothesis

Because we observed _______________

we believe that doing _______________

for this group of people ______________

will result in this outcome ____________
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STEP 5 – Creative work and testing
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Step 5 – wireframe
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Step 5 Split Testing
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Canon Ink finder – category & product page

IN USABILITY 

TESTING MANY 

VISITORS 

EXPRESS A 

CONCERN 

ABOUT 

CHOOSING THE 

RIGHT INK

Control

Variation – Category Page Variation – Product Page
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Split test results

Metric: 

Revenue Per Visitor (RPV)

+21.7%

Seen by 34% of visitors 

Site-wide revenue is 7.4%

(ie: 34% of 21.7% = 7.4%)
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CRO COPYWRITING v TRADITIONAL
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Microcopy

Control

Variation

6.4%
INCREASE 

IN GERMAN 

ORDERS

4.9%
INCREASE 

IN UK

ORDERS
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Copywriting Vocabulary – to impress your optimizer!

Present tense
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Really? Really?
I should get 

some!

Dogs will love the meaty taste
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AIDA

Present tense

Perspective - Second person singular
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So if you're not happy, we will give you account credit for the amount you 

paid. 

Almost all of you are lovely people and will see this as helpful, but there will

be a few rotten apples who might look on this as an opportunity to refresh 

their wardrobe for free each season

Anyone repeatedly trying to do this will get spotted, and a dim view will be 

taken, probably resulting in us parting company.

If you are a pathological chancer and simply can't help yourself, we 

recommend trying it on with our competitors instead.
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AIDA

Present tense

Second person singular

Embedded commands / assume the sale
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You want that drink 
to be ice cold….

You want that drink to to 
be ice cold….
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Present tense

Second person singular

Embedded commands / assume the sale

Features and benefits v differentiation
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Differentiation v features & benefits
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Present tense

Second person singular

Embedded commands / assume the sale

Features and benefits 

Differentiation

Tone of voice
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Creating imagery and emotion through words

Keep warm and dry on wet boggy walks, shoots or stalking

Seam-free and cushion soled for maximum comfort

In yummy bonbon shades for feet by the fire moments
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Copywriting and Neuroscience 

Present tense

Second person singular

Embedded commands / assume the sale

Features and benefits 

Differentiation

Tone of voice

Purchasing decision hierarchy (AIDA)

Choice architecture 
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+27% RPV
(4% Sitewide)
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Copywriting Principles

AIDA

Present tense

Second person singular

Embedded commands / assume the sale

Features and benefits 

Differentiation

Tone of voice

Purchasing decision hierarchy (AIDA)

Choice architecture 

Cognitive biases & psychological 

influences
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Browsing area

Bestsellers

19%
INCREASE 

IN RPV
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SUPPLYING CRO COPY 

Comments and snippets Copy Review
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14% 
uplift
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GA shows a product to basket drop off of 92%. 

Moderated user testing showed three key behaviours of each customer when they 
came to a product page:
1) Can I afford it?
2) Where is the deal? (i.e. is there a price reduction or am I getting something else 
with it?)
3) What do I get? (what is included in the bedding set?)

In terms of why people buy from HomeChoice, 45% of paying users cited the quality 
(while 13% said they had concerns about quality).

Fears amongst prospects were very much those of inexperienced online 
purchasers: (23% cited fraud, 12% were worried about their order looking like what 
they ordered, 13% were worried about their personal information and 11% had 
general online purchasing worries)

Delivery was cited as the biggest area of concern for paying users (and was next 
after the above concerns for prospects). Heatmaps showed a lot of clicking on 
images.

I have made fairly sweeping changes:

1) I have taken the most used size and class and made them default (double duvet 
accounts for 40% of all sales). I have moved the size guide in close proximity to 
them.

2) I have moved part of the product copy above the fold

3) I have moved the different sized sets above the fold and made them radio 
buttons. Instead of listing each element I have made them cumulative based on the 
previous set (i.e. the 12 sets is 9 set +). By clicking on “view set” you’ll see a 
lightbox with the image of the specific set.

4) I have made the images larger.

5) I have moved the choice of how long you would like to purchase the goods to an 
interstitial lightbox (in the comments)

6) I have added in copy about security and delivery with a text link to a modal pop-
up
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Copy Review Process

Write new 
copy and 
AB test

20  best

sellers

Analyse
strengths & 
weaknesses

Compare
Train 
writers

Create

template
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Our Gorgeous Provence Outdoor 
collection brings a touch of French 
style to your alfresco dining area.

Made from painted pine wood in a 
subtle grey, our Provence outdoor 
furniture is suitable for both indoors 
and out and can be used all Summer 
long.

+34%  
RPV

Traditional French style table and 

benches in solid pinewood, painted a 

subtle shade of grey.
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Purchasing Decision Hierarchy
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Strengths & Weaknesses

Charm & Personality

“…decorative filament bulbs
ignite feelings of nostalgia”

“ …willow climber frames are 
terribly pretty…”

Constructive proposals

Some self-assembly required

Easy self assembly

Baskets are plastic lined

Baskets have a waterproof 

plastic liner
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Download for free at:

https://www.awa-digital.com
/cro-success-factors

https://www.awa-digital.com/
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Want to work for AWA? 

Send an email to 

johann.van-tonder@awa-digital.com
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Presented by Mel Henson

www.awa-digital.com

+44 (0)7946474110 | @flicksandclicks | 

www.linkedin.com/in/mel-henson-9a83397/

http://www.awa-digital.com/
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Presented by Mel Henson

www.awa-digital.com

mel.henson@awa-digital.com

07946 474110

www.linkedin.com/in/mel-henson-9a83397/

http://www.awa-digital.com/
mailto:mel.henson@awa-digital.com

